University Given Grant Of $30,000 To Study U. S. Mail Impounding

Contribution Made by Fund for the Republic
To The University of Legal Research

A grant of $30,000 to study the methods by which the U. S. Mail Impounding Department assigns the matter has been given to the University Law Institute of Legal Research by the Department.

Isidore K. Fordham, in a statement made to the University, said, "The U. S. Government, through the Post Office Department and others, possesses significant powers to screen mail and abusive conveyances. Examples of this, during recent years, are the recent disclosures of political propaganda." Indeed, a further analysis of these powers is needed to determine their total power.

Department Investigated

The Institute's investigation will be conducted under the post office authority under which the Post Office Department and others shall be empowered.

Professor W. T. Shuman, director of the Institute, and William J. Pace, director of a similar study of the Philadelphia area, will be in charge of the project. The study will be made in both the legal and institutional aspects of the Institute, and will be published under the direction of Shuman and Franklin, all advisors.

Among others who have agreed to cooperate in the study are Dean J. E. Hezy of Brown University, and Dean C. E. McCreary of the University of North Carolina Law School.

Impartial Study

Potentially dangerous powers assigned the mail impounding affect a controversial area, Dean McCreary said. A complete study of the fund will neither ignore this controversy, nor will the University of the area.

The University's study on any other aspect of the subject will be made for the Post Office Department, and if possible for a time period of the Board's Post Office study. Moreover, the Board shall guarantee the independence of the investigation. A like guarantee was made by the University.

Since that time, the Board has been under pressure of various groups.

The latest attack on the Board was made early this month by Professor E. A. German, national counsel of the American Legion, who said no new legislation that increases the]{42}

New Men's Dorm Named as Butcher

Among others who have agreed to participate as members of a steering committee of the Fund are:

- Dean E. H. Fisk, director of the Library of Congress.
- Dean W. T. Shuman, director of the Institute.
- Dean C. E. McCreary, director of the Board.

Application Is Limited to Students

Those students who are members of the student body for the fall semester will be eligible for the Board.

Dilworth and Longstreth Meet

In Law School Forum Debate

Richardson Dilworth (r.), the Democratic candidate for mayor of Philadelphia and Thacher Longstreth, the Republican Party nominee, exchanged heated comments at a debate sponsored by the Law School Forum yesterday.

Moderated by Dean Fordham of the Law School, the debate revolved itself into a discussion of the City Charter. Longstreth, in his initial address, stressed the fact that he City Charter had always been an obstacle to the Democratic party in the past. The Republican Party had claimed that the City Charter was an obstacle to the Democratic party in the past. The Republican Party had claimed that the City Charter was an obstacle to the Democratic party.
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Editorial  

do September Song

For the benefit of the freshmen—and those who might be interested—The Daily Pennsylvanian here presents a glossary of terms and phrases which they will encounter and which might prove bewildering to the unwary.

First is almost indispensable to a University career. Applicable in any school, at almost any time, it is heard the school, at almost any Junior or Sophomore, in that order.

That is the number of classes a semester which you can miss with—it says here—impunity. Some professors do not, however, recognize the University policy and you must be wary. When in doubt, ask a Senior, Junior or Sophomore, in that order.

The next term rhymes. "Cut." This has little to do with the large intestine, or even the small one, for that matter. It is a term which is easy to digest and that is probably where it got its name. If you like to take a little nap in the middle of the morning, get a morning cut. Ditto for the afternoon. Ask around, they're there for the asking.

"Tigers." This term as different from the others as black is from white.

As a matter of fact, what was last year's "Big Red" football team with freshmen, is now legal, on "White Rushing." The characteristics of rushing, as they are reviewed and approved, are suggestive. "They haven't got a knotty pine-paneled rumpus room with TV and other modern appliances.

"Tigers." This means, in effect, occupying the opposition with a mass of information, which is as probably as it is technique often employed in rushing, although it is never out of place on the campus.
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The SPORTS PARADE

by John Dugan

What can you say? What can you say when your team loses its opener 40-0 to one of the best "gymnasts" it has given a chance to beat? The loss in what sense are the pessimists already writing off '55 as another year in Penn's "Dark Age?"
The most optimistic are saying it was just the tough opening game of the season.

But what could we actually expect? Twenty-two players who didn't even lack the part of a team. Yet last Saturday we didn't break the seal and give up the 20 and 30 yard TD runs to the opponents found so easy to come by in '54. And who can play more tribute to the heroism of the defense than to those fifteen throwers who twice in succession fumbled off side trying to block extra point attempts when we were five touchdowns behind?

You can take my opinion for what you want, but there is potential on Pennsylvania's football team. You can say the potential is for the future, and perhaps, I guess. And I am sure, a reportedly "better than half group of potential is here for this year as well. Consider rushing a 500 yard back, but how about a Victor Sebo? To see him in our first game I think will agree that Penn has Alex Delacria and Co. showed enough flashes of brilliance to make us think they will take turns in calendar year. Sebo expected, that almost the entire squad had developed quite a few more big linemen.

However, in painting any picture for the immediate future one must fact must be kept in mind. As our team develops and progresses through the season, the schedule seems to follow the same contour. California, Princeton and George Washington come but three and maybe the least formidable. These are games that we can't save them until the end of the season and give us a chance to play in a bowl of glory as our team begins to realize its full potential.

On home ground, from this vantage point, it looks like there is plenty of good football left on Franklin Field and maybe upstairs in some of our team maintains its great spirit and inexperience in experience. We may win the final 10-0 as it was forced to do, can't be expected to block and tackle like pro's in the first game and you don't let the 33 points for Tewch more into writing the season book as a bad investment.

The experts and the scoreboard all agreed that Dick Ross, Alex Delacria and Co. showed potential is for the future and point to the first name and you don't let the 33 points for Tewch more into writing the season book as a bad investment.

The experts and the scoreboard all agreed that Dick Ross, Alex Delacria and Co. showed potential is for the future and point to the future. Sebo expects, that almost the entire squad had developed quite a few more big linemen.

WHAT'S HE DOING WITH THE BALL? No. Bob Eichelberger hasn't moved to the wide end yet, the experts and the scoreboard all agreed that Dick Ross, Alex Delacria and Co. showed potential is for the future and point to the future. Sebo expects, that almost the entire squad had developed quite a few more big linemen.

WHAT'S HE DOING WITH THE BALL? No. Bob Eichelberger hasn't moved to the wide end yet, the experts and the scoreboard all agreed that Dick Ross, Alex Delacria and Co. showed potential is for the future and point to the future. Sebo expects, that almost the entire squad had developed quite a few more big linemen.

Number Ticket Sales this year are the lowest since Roy Penn and a small year crew. The Penn athletic machines are not the most efficient in the country, but they are back on a schedule seems to follow the same contour.

And end we could have developed quite a few big linemen. It seems that stroke Fred Lane rowed eight strokes last year in the IRA Challenge Cup final at Henley England. It seems that stroke Fred Lane rowed eight strokes last year in the IRA Challenge Cup final at Henley England.
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Leaving Franklin Field and picking up a few news notes from the past... Burt Leach, the fresh info he was co-captain of the basketball team last year and the Ivy League's MVP is currently acclaimed football coach and head basketball coach at the Hun School in Princeton where he is now in his third year. Burt Leach, the fresh info he was co-captain of the basketball team last year and the Ivy League's MVP is currently acclaimed football coach and head basketball coach at the Hun School in Princeton where he is now in his third year.
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Yardley brings you a new feeling of well-being—London style

The way to arrive at this happy state, gentlemen, is to use Yardley After Shaving Powder morning and night. Here is a secret that is cooling, cleansing body powder—conceived in England and now made in America—which has a special drying action effective in the muggiest weather. Its dezodorant properties are invaluable. At your campus stores, $1.10 and up. Make a display for this valuable Yardley, London, Inc., New York.
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Golf Candidates Must Qualify
In Annual Fall Tournament

All freshmen and upper-classmen who expect to play inter-
collegiate golf next spring must enter and qualify in the annual
All University golf tournament, according to links coach Bob Hays.
The tourney, a 36-hole medal affair, will be held on two con-
ssecutive Sundays, October 8 and 15, at the Valley Forge Country
Club. Medals will be awarded to the three low scorers.
Two men will be selected for each squad. They will be given
memberships at the Plymouth Country Club, allowing them to
play golf for the entire year.

This year's schedule consists of 16 matches and the Eastern Intercollegiate Ch as a playoff. Last year's squad, one of the best
in the country, finished second in the national tourney with a
full gym credit.

Ten men will be selected for the squad, with those not making
the team eligible for all-metal men's medal play. Freshmen chosen will be given
full gym credit.

This year's schedule consists of 15 matches and the Eastern Intercollegiate Ch as a playoff. Last year's squad, one of the best
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NON-PROFIT BOOKMART
Run By The Students For You!
Buy For Less; Sell For More.
Basement of Memorial Power
OPEN 1-5 PM
Today, Thurs. Fri.

R. L. K. GARAGE
1. Storage
2. Car wash when necessary
3. 24 hr. delivery service
All For Only $22 PER MONTH other garage services available
41st Chester & Woodland Avenue (On Campus)
Phila. 4
CALL RA 2-8919

Wembley University Repps

SEEN WHEREVER SMART MEN GATHER

Wembley introduces the latest color combinations as well as traditional campus colors — all planned to go with your new fall suits and shirts. National university panel of top undergraduates selected these ties for Wembley.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Looking For A DIXIELAND BAND?
S. Rubin’s Tigertown Five — Max Kaminsky
Nassau Jazz Band — Sol Yaged
Quaker City Six — “Wild Bill” Davidson
Quaker City Rhythm Kings and many others
Contact:
Eddie Donald
3824 Spruce Street
Evergreen 2-4897

FARRELL BOOK SHOP
254 So. 37th (Opposite Wharton)
Books — General and Imported
Art Reproductions
Custom Framing

THE EPIPHANY CHURCH welcomes you Come to the Church of the Saviour
38th above Chestnut at Ludlow
Sunday 8 A.M. Holy Communion (Chapel)
11 A.M. Morning Prayer

SPECIAL
KHAKI TWILL
Chinos
Our Price $3.75
Varsity Shop
( Opposite Men’s Dorms)

THE TIE WITH THE COLOR GUIDE
Wembley introduces the latest color combinations as well as traditional campus colors — all planned to go with your new fall suits and shirts. National university panel of top undergraduates selected these ties for Wembley.

Smoke Tomorrow’s better cigarette* Today-
Enjoy a Cool Mildness never possible before!

Chesterfield
BEST FOR YOU!

STANLEY COMMODORE THEATRE
43rd & Walnut Sts. • BA 2-3754
NOW PLAYING
Co-Starring
MORRIS SHEarer
LEONIDE MARSINE
ROBERT HELLMANN
ANN AYARS and presenting
LUCIMILLA TCHERINA
with Sir Thomas Beecham and The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

SMOKING!